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**Clinical Scenario:**
**Stratification of risk patients**

As a clinician I need to stratify my COVID-19 patients according to their risk for severe complications. Currently we lack information about most of the parameters determining risk except from age and co-morbidities.

If we collect relevant information (real-world data, observational trials) and integrate across the multitude of ongoing international initiatives such as the PREPARE clinical trials network, we can, within the first wave of a pandemic, produce evidence for informed decisions.

**Clinical Scenario:**
**Individualised patient treatment**

As a clinician I would like to treat the right patient with the right treatment at the right time. Currently our understanding of the pathobiology of SARS-CoV-2 is not sufficient to provide specific therapy. Similarly, our understanding of the mechanisms causing symptoms is too limited to provide individualised treatment beyond generic approaches to fever, breathing support and infection handling.

Integrating all prior knowledge about SARS-CoV-2 as well as related human Coronaviruses with the huge omics datasets being rapidly generated and enabling
analytical data and knowledge exploration will improve our pathobiological understanding and assist informed decisions on individual treatment options.

Background

The use cases described above involve different capabilities and services that Biomax provides in the context of Knowledge Management for Systems Medicine:

- eCRF for clinical trial data capturing
- Clinical study data harmonisation
- Omics data management
- Disease maps
- Integrative data and knowledge exploration
- Interoperability
- Collaboration support
- Supporting clinical research privacy tasks (GDPR, DTAs, ISO 27001)

**eCRF for clinical trial data capturing**

Electronic case report forms (eCRF) enable automatic consistence and quality checks to ensure unprecedented completeness and quality of clinical data. In a recent clinical study on gastric cancer this approach helped to identify deficiencies in current standard testing and reporting procedure.

The secure Biomax technology platform facilitates collection, monitoring and management of data. A new eCRF can be developed very quickly on this platform. Libraries of eCRFs, evaluated in previously approved study protocols, and the wizard-based configuration of the specific forms allow fast, simple provision of new forms. Data standards are followed and, if necessary, mapping templates transform incoming data into the corresponding standard representation.

All newly configured eCRFs undergo extensive validation and acceptance testing before being deployed to production.

eCRFs and the knowledge management and analysis system support a number of data quality related tasks:

- Supporting data cleaning processes using online and offline 'query' procedures.
- Facilitating the source data verification process of collected study data.
- Creation of dedicated data sets for interim analysis purposes (e.g. for data and safety monitoring boards).
- Supporting of the collection and cleaning of non-eCRF data (e.g. lab data)
- Integrating all (raw) data sources to a federated data warehouse.
- Creating and sharing clean datasets on a secure data portal for final data analyses.

**Clinical study data harmonisation**

While the combination of data from multiple clinical studies would greatly improve statistical significance and analytical power for many research questions the differences in definitions and methods preclude direct pooling of original individual participant data. Data harmonisation can be defined as the process of adapting different variables from different sources in a way that makes them amendable for integrated analysis. In some cases this is a simple process, like harmonising variables by unit (e.g. blood pressure in mmHg or Pascal). In other situations, the differences in instruments, procedures or settings for data collection result in such differences that data cannot be combined in a straightforward manner. In such cases a successful harmonisation to achieve comparability is one of the main challenges.

Biomax has supported harmonisation processes for more than 50 clinical studies involving over 100,000 participants in a multitude of international projects.
Our technology provides automatic mapping between different formats, semantic concepts and standard units as well as mapping to Ontologies and rule-based data transformations.

For complex harmonisation processes we provide a collaborative, secure environment which enables structured management of variables, their definitions and mappings to each other, ensures transparency of discussions and decisions and traces changes over time. Following the DataSHaPeR harmonisation concept and Maelstrom research, the variables generated by each study are enhanced with rich metadata by the clinical experts and, as far as possible, mapped to ontologies by Biomax. In addition the clinical experts define “reference definitions” which represent an ideal of a variable. For example the reference for “education” might be defined as “categorical basic/secondary/high”. Each existing study variable is then mapped to the reference and mappings reviewed by clinical experts. The knowledge management infrastructure keeps track of references, variables, mappings and metadata to enable automatic data integration, algorithmic quality assessment, generation of summary statistics and application programming interface (API) based access of analysis methods.

Data formats provided by clinical partners, e.g. various Excel structures or statistical software formats are syntactically mapped by Biomax. When integrating data from multiple sites or follow-ups a number of data quality issues are frequently observed such as missing values or inconsistencies over time. Biomax provides automatic data quality assessments based on metadata including but not restricted to: completeness; availability of required data; data type check, e.g. float, thesaurus; data ranges based on realistic expected values, e.g. blood systolic between 60 and 250. Rule based inconsistency checks can be developed based on expert input, e.g. diagnosis “healthy” is in conflict with PBRS score above 120. Units and codes are automatically converted and unified.

**Omics data management**

Since 2006 Biomax provides integrative management of clinical data, e.g. questionnaires, anthropometric and physiological measurements with standard clinical laboratory data as well as any type of omics data, from genetic variants, to DNase-seq, Meth-seq, ChIP-seq, gene expression (array and RNA-seq), proteomics and metabolomics with imaging derived information.

This integration is enabled by the semantic model which uses semantic concepts and mapped prior knowledge to establish a structured background network on which to map heterogeneous data.

Prior knowledge includes, among others, relevant molecular elements (genes, proteins, metabolites, etc.), functional information (GO, OMIM, etc.), functional interactions (e.g. protein-protein interaction, transcriptional regulation such as the mouse TF-regulatory network, miRNA network, etc.) and information about gene homologs (mouse, rat, human). These can be derived from structured databases, ontologies and mined from the literature.

In addition, genome features with coordinates for peak to gene associations of NGS data (e.g. mouse genome assembly mm10), metabolic and signal transduction pathways, cell types related to B-cell differentiation as well as ontologies such as the mouse anatomy ontology (MGI) have been incorporated. This integrated and dynamically organized knowledge serves as an information rich, structured background network. The semantic mapping of experimental data to this background network of prior knowledge enables complex integration and analysis approaches.
**Disease maps**

Biomax is involved in the EU funded PREPARE network for harmonized large-scale clinical research studies on infectious diseases, prepared to rapidly respond to any severe infectious disease outbreak, providing real-time evidence for clinical management of patients and for informing public health responses (https://www.prepare-europe.eu/).

Within PREPARE, Biomax has already generated and provided disease maps for a range of infectious diseases such as Zika or Influenza.

A disease map is a knowledge network, based on capturing, condensing and structuring of available information about disease facts, from symptoms to co-morbidities, affected or involved organs, tissues and cell types to molecular processes, pathways and single molecules. The disease map thus makes this information available for research management decisions, integrative data analysis or computational modelling.

In the light of the current global SARS-CoV-2 spread the EC FP7 PREPARE project has switched into outbreak mode level 3 to start clinical research and support of comparative human Coronavirus (h-CoV) pathobiological research including disease maps.

**Building of a h-CoV disease map: Collection and assembly of h-CoV relevant information to a comprehensive knowledge network**

A h-CoV disease map is produced in a stepwise process starting with automatic literature mining based on available ontologies, moving to optimization of ontologies for the h-CoV use case to manual curation and qualification of results.

Depending on the required use, completeness and quality of the disease map, different types of expertise and amounts of resources are necessary to achieve significant impacts regarding SARS-CoV-2 pathobiology research. While PREPARE is focused on enabling pathobiology research, other stakeholders may be interested in supporting further specific uses such as vaccine development.

**Integrative data and knowledge exploration**

The purpose of the multiple knowledge extraction, data management, structuring and mapping functions described previously is to provide an integrated knowledge base which can be mined to find new associations, generate hypotheses or simply distribute knowledge within an organisation.

While the Biomax technology is not intended to provide specialised statistical or bioinformatics functionality and workflows, it delivers easy to use functions for clinical and biological researchers to quickly generate and pre-evaluate informed hypotheses which can then be rigorously tested by statistical or bioinformatics experts using the appropriate specialised tools.

To this end, multiple specific ways of exploring and mining the information are provided in addition to the AI-based language interface AILANI, offered by Biomax. Further information about AILANI can be downloaded at www.biomax.com/AILANI.

**Integrative queries** allow the seamless combination of heterogeneous information from multiple sources, e.g. “search for all patients aged above 35 with CRP value >30 and presenting at least one genetic variant in a gene in the EGFR-signalling pathway”. These queries are natural language based and do not require coding, SQL or SPARQL knowledge.

**Summary statistics** can be used to compare any two arbitrarily selected groups on any of the associated data.
**Comparative analysis** provides standard statistical methods such as generalised linear models to calculate multiple-testing corrected statistics across large datasets such as gene expression.

**Functional significance** of specific sets of genes, proteins, cell types etc. can be tested by methods such as gene-set-enrichment and overrepresentation. The test can be applied to any associated information such as molecular function, pathway participation, disease association etc.

**Network search** allows the exploration of the whole knowledge network and can reveal previously unknown associations. For example, combining signal transduction pathways with protein-protein interaction networks, disease association and gene-drug-interactions revealed potential drug candidates from Zika virus – host interaction data. The algorithms available for network search enable the discovery of connections within a group of objects of interest or between different groups.

**Finally, machine learning** brings a different dimension to complex data sets in which a single patient may be associated with several thousand attributes. Classical, uni- or multivariate statistics is quickly overwhelmed by the amount of possible tests that are needed to identify attributes of interest. The SOMiner (a neural network based similarity mapping and clustering method described elsewhere) of Viscovery, a subsidiary of Biomax, allows users to visually explore and reduce the set of attributes. Further information about the SOMiner can be downloaded at www.biomax.com/viscovery.

**Interoperability**

Biomax technology was the first commercial software to be awarded a certificate for system interoperability by the US National Cancer Institute. It has been designed to integrate federated data sources as well as interface with analysis methods and therefore provides a multitude of APIs and plug-in mechanisms, for example SOAP and REST web services, plug-ins for R, KNIME, Cytoscape or connectors for Oracle and MySQL.

In addition, the semantic modelling concept used by Biomax ensures data FAIRness in terms of unique, stable IDs and rich metadata (mapped to ontologies whenever possible) as well as the ability to map to a large diversity of semantic and syntactic standards such as HL7, CDISC, SBML etc.

**Collaboration support**

In many international research projects, Biomax has generated collaborative environments to manage and discuss analysis plans, from the scientific question and hypothesis to description of analytical approach to the selection of harmonised variables. In this way data access requests can be made fully transparent to all partners and, based on template data analysis agreements (DTA), can be enacted quickly. In addition, this technical infrastructure opens up the possibility for secure collaboration and FAIR data sharing beyond institutional or project scopes by providing role-based access control and full audit of access and change. To this end Biomax can support data governance boards with knowledge and data management policies and SOPs for the granting of secure, legal and ethical access.

**Supporting clinical research privacy tasks (GDPR, ISO 9001, ISO 27001)**

Biomax is ISO 9001 and ISO 27001 certified and applies the corresponding procedures of quality management and IT-security. The BioXM™ Knowledge Management Environment provides encrypted data transfer, authentication, detailed access control based on resources and roles and full audit. All technological and organisational measures required by the GDPR are implemented. GDPR compatible data processing agreement templates are available and corresponding contracts have been approved by company and clinical data protection officers in major European countries.
The ISO 9001 based quality management ensures consistence between specification and reported result, including reviews of requirements and technical specifications, software implementation and documentation. Quality assessment according to ISO 29119 includes unit, integration, regression and acceptance testing.
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